AGENDA
Historic Yorktown Design Committee
York Hall
East Room
301 Main Street, Yorktown
April 20, 2022
7:00 PM
1. Call to Order
2. Roll Call
3. New Business
4. Approval of Minutes
5. Applications for Certificates of Appropriateness
a. Application No. HYDC-220-22, 524 Water Street, Larry’s Lemonade : Allow canvas
tent on left side of building and install new roof utility
6. Old Business
7. Reports / Member Concerns
8. Adjourn

COUNTY OF YORK
MEMORANDUM

DATE:

April 12, 2022 (HYDC Mtg. 4/20/22)

TO:

Historic Yorktown Design Committee

FROM:

Earl W. Anderson, AICP, Senior Planner

SUBJECT: Application No. HYDC-220-22; Larry’s Lemonade, 524 Water Street
Issue
This application, submitted by Larry’s Lemonade, seeks approval for the installation of a
new utility unit on the roof and a proposed detached tent located at 524 Water Street. The
utility unit is an HVAC unit which the building permit lists as a replacement for a similar
unit. The tent is 600-square feet (20’x30’) and is located over the previously approved
outdoor patio and a portion of the parking area to the southeast of the building. The
applicant intends to use the tent for outdoor dining.
The applicant submitted a permit to the Building Safety office for the replacement of a gas
package (HVAC) unit that was to replace an existing unit. The County Building Safety
office does not require plans when applying for a like for like replacement. The approval
under the Historic Guidelines was missed and the office approved the permit. The
installation was in process when a concern was received from the residential neighbor. The
neighbor submitted a picture of the roof, which did not show a unit of the same size on the
roof or with any unit installed in that same location. An investigation of previous Historic
Guidelines approvals did not show any new utility units being installed on the roof. The
applicant has stated that a unit of the same size was located on the roof and this was a like
for like replacement, but did not have any pictures to show the previous unit on the roof.
The unit has been installed.
The proposed tent will be required to meet the accessory structure dimensional
requirements specified for the YVA – Yorktown Village Activity district for the side and
rear yard of five feet (5’) and must be located behind the existing front of Larry’s Lemonade
building. If approval is granted from the HYDC for the tent, the applicant will need to
submit for approval through the YVA process for an increase in lot coverage and floor
expansion above twenty-five percent.
Copies of the photos of the current and previous roof and tent are attached.
Pertinent Design Guidelines
The subject property is located in the Waterfront area, as defined by the Yorktown Historic
District and Design Guidelines and would be subject to the standards set out in Section II,
The Waterfront (page 55) of the Design Guidelines. The proposed utilities and tent should
be evaluated in accordance with those provisions.
A summary listing of the relevant standards along with staff comment follows:
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Standard

Comments

Site Planning and Landscape Alterations
1. Views
Scenic and pleasant views to and from the York
River and vantage points such as the Coleman
Bridge, the bluffs, and other significant sites
should be protected and maintained. The effect of
new construction on such views, and on views
from surrounding properties, will be considered on
a case-by-case basis. Views objectionable in the
Historic District from such vantage points should
be screened whenever possible…

The top of the HVAC unit and tent would be in view of
the beach and bluffs. They will not block the views from
bluffs, but are visible. HVAC units are visible on the Pub
and the Larry’s Lemonade structures. The tent should be
screened, if possible from views from the beach and
bluff. However, other than planting trees along the rear
slope, the tent could not be screened successfully and
views from the beach would still remain.

7. Lighting
Building lighting should be provided only when it
will enhance and complement the architectural
features of a structure at night as opposed to
spotlighting them for attention-getting purposes.
Lighting wattage should be understated and
compatible with the setting and surroundings and
must not create inappropriate light trespass onto
adjacent properties or glare onto adjacent
properties, public streets or public areas.

Though building lighting is not shown for the tent, it
should be noted that any lighting should enhance the
features and not be for attention-getting purposes.
Minimal lighting should be used on the outside of the
building so as not to allow light trespass onto adjacent
properties.

Architectural Additions and Alterations
1. Planning for Alterations, Additions, and New
Construction
In general, alterations, additions and new
construction on the Waterfront should be designed
to harmonize with the surroundings and maintain
compatibility in terms of style and materials.
Materials need not duplicate those of nearby
buildings, but similarity is often desirable. Design
should be compatible with and contribute to the
character of an architecturally unified Waterfront.

Tents have been used in the village on a temporary
basis, most notably at the Hornsby House and the
Freight Shed continuously through the years. The
temporary use of tents during the COVID-19 pandemic
was allowed; however, with the dissipation of the
emergency, the Zoning Administrator has notified all
businesses that tents need to be appropriately
administered according to the codes of the County.
Though tents are not new to the waterfront the
continuous use would not harmonize with the other
structures along Water Street.

a. Scale
The size and proportion of new structures should
be related to and compatible with the scale of
adjacent buildings. Roof lines, building façade
widths and rhythm of other features should be
consistent with the scale of adjacent buildings, a
pedestrian orientation, and the general character of
the Waterfront.

The tent is to scale with The Yorktown Pub and Larry’s
Lemonade buildings. It is the same height as both
structures. Both buildings do have flat roofs and the tents
have gable roof lines, which are at odds.

b. Massing
(1) In general, a simple, rectangular building form
should be used. Appropriate design variations

The tent form is rectangular and is an accessory
structure to the main building.
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could include a single, rectangular, box-like
building, a single building with more complex
massing of several rectangular forms, or a primary
building with one or more accessory buildings or
dependencies. Large box-like forms should be
broken into smaller, varied masses that are more
characteristic of Yorktown.
(2) Primary emphasis should be given to one
building when using multiple buildings on a single
lot. Such emphasis should be expressed through
the building’s larger size and higher level of
detailing. Other buildings on the lot should be
limited in size to no more than 60% of the footprint
of the primary building, and should be constructed
of compatible materials and use similar
architectural features and details.

The tent is a second structure on the lot and is directly
adjacent to the Larry’s Lemonade building. The tent
currently sits approximately five feet outside the front
setback of the building, which draws your eye away from
the main structure. The main building is larger, as the
tent is approximately 30% of the size of it. The tent is not
made of the same materials as the main building, but of
canvas.

(3) Accessory buildings and dependencies should
be located either to the side or rear of the primary
building, except on waterfront lots, where the
location should be evaluated on a case-by-case
basis to ensure that their size and location does
not significantly obstruct views to the river.

The 600-square foot tent is located forward and to the
southwest side of the existing main building. This is not
a waterfront property.

c. Height
The overall height of new construction should relate
to that of adjacent structures and to the objective of
maintaining desirable views to and from the
Waterfront and the adjacent bluffs and other
significant vantage points.

The height is similar to the main structure and does not
block the views from the bluffs or to the beach.

d. Roof Shapes
(1) Roof shapes should be a traditional gabled style
with a slope consistent with those found on pivotal
and contributing buildings throughout the village.
Roof shapes and orientation should be designed
with consideration given to maintaining views and
visibility from the bluffs and other significant
vantage points.

The tent has a gabled style roof. The low height of the
roof style should not block views of the river from the
properties on the bluff above.

e. Design
(1) Overall building design should be consistent
with the character of Yorktown and particularly the
style, shape and massing of the buildings on Main
Street.

The tent is not consistent with other structures within
Yorktown, though it is similar in shape and massing.

f. Sense of Entry/Orientation
All primary buildings should have an orientation
and entrance to Water Street. Buildings on parcels
located between Water Street and the York River
should also have a façade developed to orient to
the river. Entries should be articulated with covered
porches, porticos or other pronounced architectural
forms.

Architectural Elements

The tent will not be the primary building on the site.
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a. Walls
(1) Wall materials should be compatible with those
of existing construction in type, color, texture, size,
spacing, and general appearance. Weathered,
stained or painted wood, and brick are the
preferred materials in the Waterfront area.
Composite or synthetic wood or wood substitutes
may be approved by the HYDC on a case-by case
basis.

The tent is white canvas and is not compatible with
existing construction in type, texture, or general
appearance.

b. Building Color
(1) Paint colors for all exterior surfaces (excluding
fences) should be selected comprised of a color or
colors from the Yorktown Color Palette, as defined
in Appendix 3, Glossary. Other colors may be
proposed and will be considered on a case-by case
basis.

The tent is white, which is a color within the Yorktown
Palette.

c. Doors
Windows in entrance doors are permitted and
should be vertically proportioned. Exterior doors
should be of painted wood, enameled metal, or
glass. Sliding glass doors should not be used.

The tent does not have a traditional entry door, but
utilizes canvas and vinyl.

d. Windows and Shutters
(1) Window openings should be designed to
respect the width to height ratio of the bays in the
building façade. Attention should be given to the
façade’s overall composition, symmetry, or
balanced asymmetry. Windows should be square
or vertical in proportion. Casement windows should
be avoided.

There are no traditional windows in the tent. It has vinyl
sides that can be rolled up and down with a somewhat
clear panel.

(2) Windowless elevations visible from Water
Street, the river, or public spaces should be
avoided.

Though not windowless, there are no traditional
windows.

e. Roofs
(1) In general, roofs should be of a symmetrical
gable style. Primary roofs should have slopes no
less than 9:12. Secondary roofs may have slopes
less than 9:12 depending on the material used (e.g.
– a standing seam roof over a porch might have a
lesser slope).

The proposed roof is a gable style. The slope of the
proposed tent is not noted, but appears to be 4 or 5:12
pitch. However, given the location of the tent the lower
pitch will minimize the structure’s prominence and keep
the ridgeline well under sight lines from the bluffs above.

(4) Roof materials should be wood or
asphalt/fiberglass composition shingles, or cement
shingles. Shingle colors should be compatible in
color with the exterior color of the building, either
existing or as selected from the Yorktown Color
Palette, as defined in Appendix 3, Glossary.

Roof material is canvas.

j. Utilities
(3) Typical rooftop mechanical equipment should
be screened completely from view from both the
village and the river by locating such equipment in
attics, dormers, cupolas or by concealing them

The existing building has a flat roof with an approximate
two foot parapet wall along the front and sides.
Generally, the existing utilities are setback and hidden
from the beach side of the building; however, the units
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behind/within a gabled roof form or other
appropriate architectural feature. Buildings should
accommodate such equipment in such a way that
no portion thereof is visible from adjacent
residential areas or key vantage points.

can be seen from the sides of the building and from the
bluff. The new equipment is visible from the residential
area on the bluff and should be screened or placed on
the ground and covered to keep it from being visible.

Recommendation
In staff’s opinion, the new HVAC unit changes the overall visibility of the existing utilities
on the roof from Water Street and the beach and any new utilities should not be visible
from these areas. Staff recommends that an extension to the parapet roof should be added
to the roof to block the visibility of the roof utilities from the ground.
The Design Guidelines do not appropriately address the continuous use of a tent in the
Waterfront area of Yorktown and many of the recommendations do not accommodate the
style and design of a tent. Accordingly, it is recommended that the Committee not find the
tent consistent with the Guidelines and that the application be denied.
Attachments
 Application, including all attachments
 Vicinity Map

Previous Roof Picture (no date available)

Current Roof

